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Competition (Finalist) 

Re-Taksim 

Esma Selen Aksoy, Rivka Geron Schild, Batu Kepekcioğlu, Can Boyacıoğlu

 DEALING WITH THE SPATIAL PROBLEMS AND 

CHARACTERISTICS OF TAKSIM SQUARE 

Taksim Square is the literal hub of the modernization 

of İstanbul. in rather rough terrain, the modernist 

expansion of İstanbul pursues the histo-topographical 

expansion route of İstanbul, "the roof-li ne" which 

spans from the historical central business district 

Sirkeci into the south to the primary modern central 

business district Maslak in the north. Taksim Square is 

the most important "plaque tournante", rotating plate 

of the route. The square bends the route to the 

Şişli-Büyükdere axis with the inter-connection of the 

İstiklal and Cumhuriyet Streets. At the present day, 

two major problems are observed in this 

interconnection which harm the urban experience: the 

lack of enclosure of the square and the disappearance 

of urban continuity within Cumhuriyet Street which 

cause spatial orientation and articulation problems in 

urban space. 

Curing Cumhuriyet Route 

Taksim Square introduces the route with the Park No: 2 

via Gezi Park and bends it towards the Büyükdere axis 

simultaneously. Therefore Cumhuriyet Street and Gezi 

Park are suitable to form the continuity of the urban 

space. Though especially after 2012 Pedestrianization 

Project, Cumhuriyet Street lost its connectedness with 

both İstiklal and Şişli axis. The proposal suggests a 

public interface between Cumhuriyet Street and Gezi 

Park which refunctioning axis as a hybrid urban space 

that contains urban green, cultural and retail functions 

programmatically and morphologically.. Cumhuriyet 

Street will be redesigned as a green and well-scaled 

pedestrian axis with restaurant and retail in Talimhane 

side; tourist center, art spaces and transportation 

infrastructures articulated in the Park's edge, and a 

central route which is designed as the urban meeting 

space surrounded by trees. For the purpose the 

entrance of the underground connection relocated. 
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Research 

Personalized Transportation Model Proposal to 

Support Micromobility Between Public Spaces 
Esma Selen Aksoy, Dr. Şehnaz Cenani, Prof.Dr. Gülen Çağdaş 

Public spaces are meeting points in the city, where different individuals 

meet and spend time together. Transportation options to these areas 

may not always be the same due to the changing demands of 

individuals. it is alsa very important that the preferences are not the 

same and not directed to the same option in order to ensure diversity 

in the use of public space. Far this reason, in the study, a personalized 

transportation model between two public spaces is proposed, 

considering that public spaces are important points in the city. The aim 

of the study is to create a personalized transportation preference 

model that supports micromobility among public spaces. 

in this model, a decision support system will be presented to the user 

to select environmentally friendly and user-oriented 

transportation routes far individual use in the city. 
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Research 

Lived Public Space 
Esma Selen Aksoy, Dr. Ceyhun Burak Akgul, Dr. Ahu Sokmenoglu Sohtorik 

Lived space 

' (representational space) 

Can cities 

/ " product their 
Perceived Conceived 

public space ? space Space 
\... ,I (spatial (representation 

practice) of space) 

Production of space 

The concept of public space has changed and transformed 

throughout history. in this study, it is accepted that the city 

produces its own publicity and the attributes of the city are 

determined through the space production trilogy of Henri 

Lefebvre. The publicity value produced by different 

locations in the city in daily life is combined with Henri 

Lefebvren's concept of lived space. And this value has been 

tried to be classified by the naive bayes method. The aim of 

the study is to reveal the rules created by the coexistence of 

the attributes of the city, to use these rules in urban 

research and to create a model that will produce publicity 

information on location in daily life. 

Location based Lived public space 
'I 

{representational space) 

'lived space' of the imagination which has 

been kept alive and accessible. � 

The questions of whether the spaces defineci as public space are really public, to what extent are public and whether 

the city produces its own publicity has been the motivation of this study. The production of the city's own public space 

is possible with the different combinations of the attributes that make up the city and the unique relationships they 

create. While the city produces its own public space, this production process takes place not only on the real space, but 

through the representation of the space together with the location-based data generated by mobile technologies. 

When the production of public space or the production of publicity in an existing space is examined within the context 

of Henri Lefevbre's space production, each production {designed space) creates its own spaces {perceived space) and 

every experience produces new symbols and new images (living space). Users perceive the space through these 

representations. While the possibilities of different units to be together and the effect they create on the city part 

determine these representations, these representations can transform relationships between different units. in this 

case, how can an individual who is on the move in the city know the publicity of his location? 

1 
------------------ ------------- -------------------------- : 

---�; _:����i��� _s!_a_c_e ____________________________________________ ! 
RESIDENTAL (m2): housing, hotel 

COMMERCIAL (no): shop/commerclal build., cafe/rest/bar 

SERViCE (m2): educ.ıtlon, heallh 

TRANSPORTATION (no) 

CULTURE (m2): e,hibılion, performance 
REUGIOUS BUILDING (m1) 
HISTORICAL BUILDING/ AREA (m') 
MANAGEMENT&CONTROL (m') 

PUBUC SPACE (m') : park, square, pedestrian strccts,/promenade 
r 

, 

----!: Percelved Space ' ' 
� --------- ----- - -----------------------------------------__ ı 

NODE (no) tree/statute/ clock tower 
BORDERS (m) highway / constructlon site /cemetery, wail 

POROSITY (m) courtyaıd, pa,sage, stairs, pedestrian underpa,s 

PHOTO (no ) flickr,ınstagram,googlo photos ,twltıcr phoıos 

�-�: Uved Publıc Space 
! Y ' VIEW (no ) Flickr 

Predicting lived publicness 

value based on location 

(representational space) 

Predicting number of views 

The number of times these photos 

are viewed can a/so 

teli us how many times that place 

are lived in the mind. 
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Teaching 

Pu bl icSca pe @ ISTANBUL TECH NICAL UNIVERSITY Landscape Landscape Design 1 • 2020/21 Spring Semester

Esma Selen Aksoy (Lecturer) 

The definition of public space has been discussed throughout history. Public space is not only an urban open area but also is a meeting and 

production space for new ideas and cultural relationships. Boundaries of the public space are blurred today. Public spaces, where location-

based data is accumulated, is transformed into a surface where we can follow the traces of the city. The main scope of the studio is the 

pursuit for creation of new design scenarios with virtual traces changing physical public space. The project areas were selected from Esenler 

district, where the housing density is high, due to the scarcity of existing public spaces compared to the residential texture. it is aimed to 

activate public spaces by changing the usage scenarios of existing public spaces Within the scope of this project, it is expected that the 

selected area will be designedconsidering the possibilities of the public space between reality and virtuality. While the project areas are 

redesigned, new definitions of public relations can be discovered by combining existing urban habits with new virtual habits and city data. 

The studio holds in total four sequential parts in which two of them are workshops and two of them are modules. Workshop I involves "a 

workshop/minor project on "researching mobile application for activating open urban area " through the mobile app studies. Module I 

in starts with "a seminar- mini workshop on data analytic approach for design" through collection of data in the within walking distance 

via internet ( google street view, twitter or instagram data) Workshop il involves "perception mapping ". merging representation techniques." 

Module il Project Design phase 






